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Grandfathers connect us to the past and give us the wisdom we need to face the future.

ThatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s why this artfully designed keepsake offers grandfathers their own special vehicle for

sharing their lives with the youngest generation. The contemporary styling and irresistible

format&#151;featuring helpful questions written from the grandchildÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

perspective&#151;make it wonderfully easy to explore family history.ThereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s space to

mention favorite relatives, jot down beloved stories, and pass on the important lessons that

Grandfather learned from his parents&#151;and grandparents. He can recount details of his

childhood and teen years; reminisce about how he met Grandma; and reflect on his own

experiences with fatherhood. Because the grandchild is also the star, there are questions to inspire

Grandfather to remember when he first saw his grandchild, reveal what he likes best about being a

grandparent, and relate how being a grandparent has changed who he is as a person.And of

course, this essential volume has plenty of room to paste in precious photos and mementos.
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I love these books. But that is me as the person who doesn't have to fill them in and rather the

person waiting to get it back. My dad loved getting it from my daughter, although he still works and

runs his own company, so to get the time to fill it in has been somewhat bothersome for him. So I

guess that is something to take into consideration when buying something like this. What was funny

though, it asked "What's your favorite kind of music" My dad listed: Classical, Jazz, Opera, Pop. As

an 81 year old German Sea Captain, Pop music had me gasp! Growing up he would tell us to turn



down that horrible music. So I was amazed that after all of these years he now has started to listen

to Pop music. I asked him about it and he answered, "But of course! I love the Boston Pops"...yep.

That made more sense...

I bought this book for my Grandfather for Christmas and he loved it! Cant wait for him to fill it out and

give it back to me.

The recipient of this gift really enjoyed receiving it and showed me some of the completed pages.

Prior to gifting, I suggest adding good quality felt tip writing pens in different colors.

I purchased this book for my best friend, to give to her father when he received his cancer

diagnosis. I wanted my nephew to know his Grandfather in his own words. While he became too ill

to fill in the pages, the book has become a wonderful conversation starter between my best friend

and her son. To remember her father and pass on his stories. While not used in the manner

intended, it was an amazing purchase.

We ordered this and Grandpa, Tell Me Your Memories, which is sooo much better. That one has a

daily prompt and lines to record your stories. This one mostly has pages and prompts for photos, so

that the end result will look like a scrapbook. This is also very dependent on the grandfather being

married. On to the thrift shop it goes.

Nice but not something I really wanted. It was my granddaughter who wanted me to get it.

I am working on this book now interviewing my father and helping complete this book. I love his

stories and chance to put his many experiences down for my children to treasure.

This was a gift for a friend to record his life for his grandchildren and great grandchildren. The book

is a lovely hard cover book and I believe he really enjoyed receiving it and has been working on

recording his memories.
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